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CCMSUMS ON REACTOR S1nR CB12EIA ERAPZT 12/12/61 

Attn: Joseph D. DiNuwno 

We have reviewed the dra6t paper on 'Reactor Site Criteria 
dated 12/12/61 and submit the following coments, suggestions, 
and recommendations. We will be glad to discuss these with 
You, at Your convenience. Our attention has been devoted 
primarily to the relation of the "exposure values" to the 
overall problem of public safety. While you awe personally 
familiar with the discussions .which have led to agreement, on 
the use of such vales in connection with sitke criteria, 
these are very briey swmarized here, not -oay for the 
record but as backgrod for subsequent comment.  

ABC Personnel concerned with standards of radiation protection 
have held that "limits" on exosures of personnel which night 
be expected in case of accident are meale3ss unless established 
in connection with other factors bearing an the overall accept
ability of the situation from which the accident might arise.  
An obvious factor which must alWs be considered In connection 
with the acceptability of the "limit" is the probability that 
an accident resulting in such an exposuwe wil ocecu. (In the 
case of reactor siting., the situation is co;Wlicated by a 
spectrum of possible accidents with differing results.) 

A second factor which must also be considered Involves the 
reasons for creating the hazard--either in the absolute sense 
or in relation to possible alternativeso Unless the situation 
from which the hazard results In for the exress benefit of the 
persons at risk, and unless the total benefit is proportiomal 
to the um&ber of persons at risk, the individual exposure "limit" 
which represents an acceptable hazard will be less if larger 
numbers of persons are Involved.  

Much of the pressure for exposure "limits" in connection with 
reactor safety criteria is believed to have been from persons 
who conslder that such limits can be established independently 
of such factors as those auntioned above. Soae of the comments
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received by the ABC cmn .ing the use of.eposume values in connection with the proposed ••iterla px•liabed February 1961 
indicate lack of understanding of these inter-relationsbips.  
It is desirable that the present formulation of criteria should 
avoid such misunderstanding to the extent possible. In partie
ular, as applied to the selection ofe sites, it should 
be ado clear that the ewosure vales proposed by the Commission 
vere related to the -very lnrdbable accident Involving the release frm the reactor of 1W% of the noble gases, 50% of th halogens 
and 1% of the solids in the fission product Inventory. fte current draft of the site criteria makes this less clear than before by relegating the basic aasuWptions, to a TOD document 
rather than to an Appendix of the regulation.  

Article 3W011 (a) (1),, page 14 of the draft,, should be modified 
to read: 

"**.following ai very unieypostulatod. accident; 1.0., the fission product release from a momern . .. .. b water or a 
presurized water reactor. of as'much as 1W0% of the noble 

ases, 5 of the Ios 1 of the solis in the fssion 
product inventory would not receive....  

The following paragraph should be revised to read: 

"...resulting from the fission product r•leae postulated in 
(I) above*..  

These changes may result in the necessity for other changes in the statement of considerations or in the text of the regulations.  

The Background Discussion, page 50 Appendix "r", and the Statement of Considerations, page l# Appendix "C", Incorrectly state that the 
Comuission has issued "eposure values-which could be taken as reference limits in the design of reactors and in the evaluation 
of sites.*.*" This statement should be rewritten to read: 

"...partlcularly in- the proposal to Issue eposure values 
which could be used for reference in the evaluation of sites 
with respect to potential accidents of exceedingly lov 
probability."
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the following setence ro, is J1,, l* "C, 'Zt has Una 
been recognpiwd that such esposwue dose lim.ts awe funcdanta, 
to my q~uantitative aproach to site selectica" slmdW A be 
deleted. It would be fallacious to assume that the provision 
of such dose limits" p]vides an quantitatLve estimte of the 
risk to people lal-ved in qwmatlng a reactor In a popWlated 
area mnless o can also make quantitative estiutes of the 
probabilities that acidents resaut•ng l. these ad other domses 
my occuw. To Isolate ts factor of Uose vyaws In statemnts 
such a this my be emeeated to foster the misconcepticn •bat 
such dose valims can provide gUiLance in est•bl•isng accotable 
risks to peclea without daefnitely mleting them to the probabili4es 
of accidents which could occur.  

The sentence, p ",'.as reactor technology progesses, qalicants vho 
my develop alternate calculatioal techniquesawe...esuoouw%.4 
to Adetrate them to tUs Comssieon", occring In the first 
Par,,smh of page 3 Appeaix ,3"s, Is unfortumately worded. ahn 
Idea Is much better moressed by the statement on page 7, Ape=Ux 
"A", "Aplcants awe free to Leasbate to the conission the 
applicability and scisificance of onratia other than those 
set forth in the gu•des.' 

VA maning of the ast six words of the Virst sentence of the 
second parsp~h# page 3,, ifpendis 'C',p "A basic objective.***" 
is not 010.ar 

Sot In the Uated, Sates and abromd, there bas been a tandency to 
Interpret the does used. In thee proosed site criteria as 
amargancy doe limits which would be used as guldes In case an 
acidaent wr to ooeea. It Is believed that the "NOW an this 
pagp contributes to tbzir iaresssin. We reques t Ut It be re
written to reed.3 

"*=M Whi the whole body dose of 2 "a referred to sbaoe 
cesponds nwmaically to the once In a i1fetime accidental 
or emergency dose for radiation workrs which, accordin to 
NCW reommenations, my be disregarded In the determination 
of their radiation emosum status (mes US Va ook 69 dated 
June j, 1959), it Is not used In these criteria as an 
"emagncy daem.* Rather, in conjunction with the extremml 
low probability that such on ewoeswe might occur, this level 
is uoed to deft** a Tery sml, risk to inAivduals In the 
vicinity of the reactor. In the- event that an accident were 
to ccurj, It Is ,mlikily that the relese of radioactive 
mterials would be as Spat as postulated above. In any event, 
every effort would be made to limit ewoeawes to muh laoer 
values. The risk defined by a possible dose of 300 rem to the 

~-thyroid *x Uo very 011" I
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We have not undertaken to verify the statement, page 13, b, 
ppendix "D", This would hve far rangng effects on bone 

dose eosws...." but vou)ld be surprised to find bone doses 
a critical factor in eposure to fission products from an 
operating reactor Immediately follovwag an accident.  

Does paagraph "C" on the same page man that with a release 
of 100% of the noble gases, 50% of the halogens and 1% of the 
solids in the fission product Inventory to a containmnt vessel 
with "standard leakage", under some atmospheric conditions, 
exposures to persons in surrounding areas In the first two 
hours would be as high an 2,50O rem whole-body and 30,000 rem 
thyroid dose? We would like to discuss this.  

We are uncertain of the significance of the statement under "f"% 
page 10, Appendix "A", "In the meantins, the industry may have.  
acquired sufficient experience with engineered safeguards to 
make �t possible to rely with more surety on such factors rather 
than isolation." Is it contenplated that as the population about 
a reactor increases, the Commission may require the licensee to 
modify his facility to Include new "safeguards"? If so, we 
believe this should be clearly stated.  

In considering the problem of future population grovth over which 
the Commission has no direct control, does the Division of 
Licensing and Regulation make any distinction between Its respon
sibility for public safety in the case In which It permits a 
reactor to be placed In an established population grop and In 
the case in vhich the population pows around the reactor? This 
could, of course, be controversial. lovever, vwe eel that some 
distinction is appropriate.  

CC: H. L. Price, Director of Regulation 
C. No Beck, Deputy Director of Regulation 
N. H. Woodruff, Director; Division of Operational Safety
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lo To consider the publication of a guide on site criteria for power and 

tosting reactors.  

2. On Februr 11, 1961, the Atomic Energy Commission published in the 

Federal Register for comment a notice of proposed rule makin that set forth 

general criteria in the forn of guides and factors to be considered in the 

evaluation of proposed sites for power and testing reactors. Numerous 

eoments were received both from individuals and organimatlona, including 

several from fora:n countries. General reaction vas one of approval of the 

issuance of guidance by the Commission on the problem of reactor siting 

although numerous speooifi features were singled out for critioins. In 

particular* widespread objection mae Paised against the appendix section of 

the proposed guldes in which mae Included an example of a calculation of 

envizonmental distance charaoteristics for a hypothetical weaator 4-. The 

objections centered about the conoern that the definitive values for keY 

parameters used in the calculation suggested a degree of •nflexibility to a 

guide that otherwise indicated consideration of the variations peculiar to 

&apeif • s#-ites and reactor plant designs.  

3. The comments received have been considered and where deemed appropriate 

have been used as the basis for revisions incorporated into the rule as now 

proposed. The basic approach to reactor siting described in the notice 

published in February, 1961. has been retained. The significant differences 

are summarised as followes



a. Some editorial changes have been made to ¢larify the intent, 

particularly to emphasize the interim nature of the guides and 

to identify the criteria as being specific to the United States.  

b. The appendix wherein a cal.ulational procedure was described for 

a hypothetical reactor has been deleted. Thi cal*ulatlonel 

procedure formerly in the appendix and related explanator7 

Information are being incorporated into a Technical Znformation 

Document to be issued separately from the proposed pgide, The 

!ID is identified by footnotes in the proposed guide as a 

eferSMWe document that contains & oJlulatcn .al approaoh that 

results in digtances roughly reflecting ourrent siting practices.  

4. Zn describing the factors to be consiered in *valuating sites, 

the format of material described has been roorganimed to clarify the 

emphasis given to the obaracteriatcs of the reactor design and 

the proposed operation In evaluating a site and to eliminate 

undue concern of many who commented about the seeming rigidty 

of the distance factors as calculated by the method described in 

the Appendix.  

C. The proposed Suide now specifically states that the guides are 

directly applloable to stationaq7 power and testing reactors, thus 

eliminating the ambiguity about whether applicability to mobile 

plants va also intended.  

e An additional section has been included to deal with the question 

of smites for multiple reactors.
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4. The site criteria proposed as Appendix -. includes the results 

of consultations with the ACRS. The staff met and discussed a draft of 

the criteria with the Enviromental Subcommittee of the ACr1S on November 29, 

1961, revised the draft to reflect the discussions, and submitted the criteria 

as now proposed to the full committee at the December 8# 1961# meeting.  

The ACRS oomments on the proposed criteria, indicating support for the 

recommendation to issue the criteria as guLdes, were forwarded to the 

Chairwa, AEC, by ACRZ letter dated .________ The ACRS letter is 

attached as Appendix .  

STAFF JUDGMTS 

5. The Office of General Council, the Division of Reactor Development, 

the Division of Biology and Kedicine, the Division of Complanioe, and the 

Office of Radiation Standards concur in the recommendations of this paper.  

The Division of Public Information concurs in the proposed press release.  

6, The Director of Regulation recommends that the Atomic Energy Gomisasions 

a. #pprove publication in the Federma Register as a guide the 

proposed reactor site criteria for stationary power and test 

reactors, attached as Appendix "C", 

b. Approve the issuance of the proposed news release attached 

as Appendix "En.  

a. Note that a copy of the proposed criteria will be sent to 

the JCAE prior to publication In the Federal Register.  

4, Note that this paper is unclassified.
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APPU2DIX "A" 

BACGIBOOJD 

1. The ABC has been attempting for some time to establish a more objective 

approach to the evaluation of sites proposed for stationary power and testing 

reactors. The AEC issued for public comment and published In the Federal 

Register on May 239, 1959, a notice of proposed rule making that set forth 

general criteria for evaluation of sites for power and testing reactors.  

That notice resulted in widespread reactions from the industry, with definite 

indication of opposition to formal siting regulations. ARC-9 2/20 contains 

eoeerpts of comments which the ABC received in writing together with comments 

made at meeting of the Technical Appraisal Task Force on Nuclear Power of 

the Edison lectrisal lIstitute (=I) on June 1, 1959, and the Atomic Industrial 

Forua on June 30, 1"9.  

2. In December, 1959, the General Manager appointed an Ad Hoe Committee to 

study the question of what the Commission could and should do in the way of 

establishing definitive standards and criteria In the field of nuclear reactor 

safety. In a report to the General Manager dated September, 1960, the Committee 

reeommended, "there be established rules which may of necessity involve some 

degree of arbitrarinese, by which aites that would be considered acceptable 

for locations of reactors could be selected." 

3, Continued staff review of the problem of defining site criteria, 

including study of the amments of the May 23, 1959, issue led to a revised 

set of criteria set forth in AEC-R •/19. These criteria were discussed h 

the Commission with the ACRS on January 12, 1961. Revisions resulting from 

this discussion were incorporated into and circulated for consideration of 

the Commission in staff paper AR.-R 2/25.



.The ASO issued for public comment and published in the Federal 

Register on February 11, 1961, a notice of proposed guides that set forth 

as 10 CYR 100 proposed criteria for reactor siting. The proposed guide as 

published and a summation of comments received are being circulated for 

Information as staff paper ASC The comments from the Atomic 

Industrial Foram are not included in AEC ,_ _ l because they have already 

been circulated separately an staff paper AG 1-2/.32. The Commission met 

with representatives of the AIF on July 31, 1961, at which time views of 

the AVF were orally presented.  

D=SCUSSION 

•. The many comments received by the Commission from Individuals and 

organi•ations, including several from foreign countries0 reflect the widespread 

sensitivity and importance of the subject of site selection for reactors. Thirty

four formal communications have been received on the guide& published in Februarye 

1961, including a proposed comprehensive revision by the Atomic Industrial Forum 

of the Saides into an alternate form, 

6. In these comunioations, there was widespread support of the Commission's 

proposal to iLsue guidance in some form on site selection and general acceptance 

of the basic factors Included In the proposed guid"s particularly In the issuance 

for the first time of exposmre values which would be taken an reference lits8 

r - the design of reaotors anu:jn the evaluation of sites with respect to potential 

accidents of low probability of occurrence.  

7. On the other hand* there were numerous features of the proposed criteria 

singled out for specific comments including suggestions for deletions, modifica

tions and additions. The detailed changes proposed to the site criteria as



pubIliabd for comment arn shown in Appendix IB'". The following summarizes 

those coments considered mset significant and the staff conclusions with 

respect to *ack as aeflected in the proposed guide shown by Appendix "10"1.  

a. Engmle Calculations 

A predominant point of objection centered around the Inclusion 

of an example calculation of environmental distance characteristics 

as an appendix to the proposed rule. In this appendix definite 

numerical values were exployed. The cholee of theme numerical 

values involved simplifying assumptions of highly complex pheno

mena, representing types of considerations presently applied In 

site calculations and resulting in enviromental distanoe parameters 

In general aeoord with present siting practices. Nevertheless, 

these particular numerical values and the use of a single example 

"aculation were widely objected to# primarily on the grounds thatt 

(1) the definite numerical values presented an aspect of undue 

rigidity to the guides which otherwise appeared to allow conaiderable 

flexibility, (2) the example tended to emphasize unduly the concept 

of environmental isolation for reactors with minimm possibility 

being extended for eventual substitution thereof of engineering 

safeguards. Comments received included suggested deletion of the 

appendix, the inclusion of additional examples, or the publication 

of the example calculation other than in the regulation.  

It is proposed that the example oalulatLon formerly constituting 

the appendix to the guides be deleted and Appendix "C" has been
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modified accordingly. In lieu thereof, some gudanco as to oaloula

tional procedure has been incorporated in the text of the guide to 

indicate the considerations that led to establishing the exposure doses f 

set forth as reference value&. Recomixin further, the advantage 

of example calculations in providing preliminary guidance to applies

tion of the principles set forth, it In proposed to publish separatel7 

as an AEG technical information document the example calculation 

formerly a part of the earlier draft with supplementary 'explanatory 

information, A draft of the proposed TID 1. included for information 

as Appendix "D".  

In addition$ the "purpose" section of th, proposed criteria 

dlearly identifies these guides as an interim measure and states 

that "applicants are free to demonstrate to the Commission the 

applicability and siganifioanee of considerations other than those 

set forth in the guides".  

b. Multple Reactore at One Site 

Comments were received to the effect that guidance had not 

been provided on the question of multiple reactors per site.  

A section has been added to the proposed criteria setting forth 

the general principles that will be applied in oonsidering sites for 

multiple, rea•tor Installations. In essence, the staff view is that 

if reactors at a site are independent to the extent that an accident 

in one does not result In a simultaneous accident or disruption of 

operation of adjacent reactors, the isolation factors defined by

'N
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the e*Xlusion, evafuation and population center distances can be 

determined on the basis of the reactor that could release the 

greatest amount of radioactive material. If interconnections exist 

that Could affeot the safety of either, then distances would have 

to be based upon the sun of potential effects from both.  

o. Emphasis on Isolation 

Considerable comment was received to the effect that too such 

emphasis was being given in the guides to the distance factors and 

plant isolation and not enough to the engineered safety features 

designed Into the reactor plans.  

The staff believes this view to have been am undue concern 

by those who were reading into the guides more than the words 

stated. N~onetheless, it has been possible with some rearrangement 

of the order of presentation of the "factors to be considered" in 

part 100.10 to clarify the intent that site evaluation definitely 

includes the "characteristics of reactor design and proposed 

operation". This rearrangement follows a suggestion made by the 

AX? on this point.  

This question of degree isolation aad the manner of treating 

it in our proposed criteria were of particular conern to foreign 

countries such as Japan where the availability of sites is quite 

limited. The proposed revision should placate this concern to 

some extent. In addition, a paragraph has been included in the 

statement of considerations stating that "these criteria are based
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upon a weighing of factors characteristic of aondit±fns in the 

United States and do not necessarily "epresent an appropriate 

baLume of considerations for geographical areas where conditions 

may be different.  

4. PoeLAtion Center Distanoe 

Ob•eotions to this concept were raised because of its apparent 

arbitrary derivation. (1 1/3 times the outer boundary of the low 

population son*.) 

Although objectious were voiced about this method of calcula-!/ 

ting this distance, no one ease forth with any more definitive Wayn.  

It ms suggeeted that isolation from large population centers be 

defined in terms of a "man-re." concept. Although this is a 

possibility and the statement of considerations stated that the AEC 

mw studying this concept* neither the industry nor the AEC has yet 

derived a practical my to apply such a concept to reactor siting.  

In the meantime, the 1 1/3 factor together with others set forth In 

the guides should provide for distances from population centers 

rougWl equivalent to current siting practices.  

e. ApplecabilLty to Mobile Reactors 

Comments were received to the effect that application of the 

criteria to mobile reaetors would prevent entry and operation of 

nuclear powered ships in parts.  

Although the general safety concepts embodied in these criteria 

are appt able to all peower reactors, these guides were not meant
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to be directly applicable to other than stationary plants and 

modification of the proposed regulation has been made accordingly.  

f. Poulation, Growth 

Some Comments pointed out that siting factor& included eon

sidtrations of population distribution and land use surrounding 

proposed mites but did not indicate how future population growth 

miight affect sites initially approved.  

For such a questlon, there in no complete and definitive 

answer. The guides tend to require distance& that forestall this 

problem for the near future. In the meantime, the industry say 

have acquired sufficient experience with !engainered safeguards" 

Sto make it possible to rely with more snrety on such factors 

rather than Isolation.  

COCLUCSION 

. Althagh it is generally reeog•nied that insufficient experience 

with reactors hae been accumulated to permit the writing of definitive standards 

that would provide a quantitative correlation of all factors signifisant to the 

question of acoeptability of reactor sites% It is possible to provide sore 

guidance than currently exists as to the factors considered by the Comuission 

in evaluating reactor sites. The proposed guide shown in Appendix "B" is 

Intended as an interim measure until the state of the art allows no"e definitive 

standards to be developed. The guide is a starting point that gives the nuclear 

community an understanding of the basis on which the Commission will review 

proposed sites while providing flexibility and freedom for any applicant to



demonstrate the applicability and significance of considerations other than 

those set forth in the guides. The proposed guides do not represent a different 

approach to reactor siting than has been used to date but rather they represent 

an attempt to articulate those practices. Application of these criteria will 

result ila reactor sit*e in general agreement with those approved to date but 

sufficient flexibility has been provided to allow for considerations that 

sight lead to locations that vary from current practice.  

9. The proposed guides will not eliminate the need for a large degree of 

subjeotivte udgment by both the ABC and Industry in the selection of sites for 

reactors. !owevert the publication of these guides is considered a significant 

stop towards making such evaluations more objective. By identifying the guides 

as an interim measure, there is an implied ABC obligation to continue efforts 

to define nore explicitly reactor siting standards,


